The initial non-repetitive complexity function of an infinite word x (first introduced by Moothathu) is the function of n that counts the number of distinct factors of length n that appear at the beginning of x prior to the first repetition of a length-n factor. We examine general properties of the initial non-repetitive complexity function, as well as obtain formulas for the initial non-repetitive complexity of the Thue-Morse word, the Fibonacci word and the Tribonacci word.
Introduction
For any infinite word x, there is an associated complexity function c x defined as follows: the quantity c x (n) is the number of distinct factors of length n that appear in the word x. Properties of the complexity function for various classes of infinite words have been extensively studied [6, Chapter 4] . Several variants of the complexity function have been introduced and studied, such as palindrome complexity [1] or abelian complexity [19] . In this paper we study the initial non-repetitive complexity function, which was first introduced by Moothathu [17] .
We define the initial non-repetitive complexity function inrc x (n) for an infinite word x by inrc x (n) = max{m ∈ N : x i · · · x i+n−1 = x j · · · x j+n−1 for every i, j with 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m−1}.
In other words inrc x (n) is the maximum number of length-n factors that we see when reading x from left to right prior to the first repeated occurrence of a length-n factor.
Moothathu posed the following question in his paper: Is it possible to get some idea about the topological entropy of a dynamical system by looking only at initial segments of the orbit of some point? As an attempt to answer this question, he introduced the quantity lim sup n→∞ log inrc x (n) n , which he called "non-repetitive complexity". In this paper, we will use the term non-repetitive complexity for the following function: nrc x (n) = max{m ∈ N : ∃k, x i · · · x i+n−1 = x j · · · x j+n−1 for every i, j with k ≤ i < j ≤ k+m−1}.
This paper is primarily about the function inrc x (n). Although Moothathu introduced the concept, he did not explicitly compute this function for any particular infinite words. In a future work, it would be of interest to study the function nrc x (n), which likely has many similar properties.
The initial non-repetitive complexity also bears some resemblance to the quantity R ′ x (n), which is the length of the shortest prefix of x that contains at least one occurrence of every length-n factor of x [2] . There is also a connection (which we shall make use of later) to the concept of a word with grouped factors, which was studied by Cassaigne [9] .
In the remainder of this paper, we will give some general properties of the initial non-repetitive complexity function in comparison to the usual complexity function. We will also give explicit formulas for the initial non-repetitive complexity of some of the classical infinite words, namely, the Thue-Morse word we denote the string of length 0 by ǫ. A word y is a factor of a word x if x can be written as x = uyv for some words u and v. If x is a word (finite or infinite)
we let x[i . . . j] denote the factor of x of length j − i + 1 that starts at position i in x. We denote the length of any finite word u by |u|. For any letter a, we denote the number of occurrences of a in u by |u| a .
A word x = x 1 · · · x n has period p if x i = x i+p for i = 1, . . . , n − p. An infinite word w is ultimately periodic if w = uvvvv · · · for some words u and v.
If u = ǫ then w is periodic. If w is not ultimately periodic then it is aperiodic.
If every factor of w occurs infinitely often in w then w is recurrent.
and θ(a) = as, then w is pure morphic. The adjacency matrix associated with a morphism θ is the matrix M with rows and columns indexed by elements of Σ such that the ij entry of M equals |θ(j)| i .
A square is a non-empty word of the form xx, and a cube is a non-empty word of the form xxx. More generally, if u is a word with period p, then we say that u is an α-power, where α = |u|/p. An overlap is a word of the form axaxa, where a is a letter and x is a word (possibly empty). A word is squarefree (resp. cubefree, overlap-free) if none of its factors are squares (resp. cubes, overlaps).
For any real number α, we say that an infinite word is α-powerfree if for all β ≥ α, none of its factors are β-powers. A palindrome is a word that equals its reversal.
Let µ be the Thue-Morse morphism defined by µ(0) = 01, µ(1) = 10.
Clearly |µ(u)| = 2|u| for any factor u of m. We define the Thue-Morse word as Let φ be the Fibonacci morphism defined by φ(0) = 01, φ(1) = 0. We define the Fibonacci word as f = φ ω (0). We define f k = φ k (0). We define the Fibonacci sequence as F 0 = 1, F 1 = 2 and
with f k−2 ). Also note that the Fibonacci word is a standard Sturmian word.
Let σ be the Tribonacci morphism defined by σ(0) = 01, σ(1) = 02, σ(2) = 0.
We define the Tribonacci word as t = σ ω (0). We define t k = σ k (0). We define the Tribonacci sequence as T 0 = 1, T 1 = 2, T 2 = 4 and
for k ≥ 3. Also, we define t −1 = 2 and T −1 = 1. Note that |t k | = T k and that
we define D 0 = ǫ.
Some general properties of initial non-repetitive complexity
Recall that the complexity function c w (n) satisfies c w (n) > n for any aperiodic word w. This is not necessarily true for the initial non-repetitive complexity function. Nevertheless, the initial non-repetitive complexity must grow at least linearly for any aperiodic word w. Note also that the initial non-repetitive complexity is non-decreasing.
Theorem 1. Let w be an infinite word and let ϕ be the golden ratio. The following are equivalent.
1. w is ultimately periodic.
2. inrc w (n) is bounded.
Proof. The implications 1 ⇒ 2 ⇒ 3 ⇒ 4 are straightforward. We prove 4 ⇒ 1.
Let ε < 1/(1 + ϕ 2 ) and suppose that there exists N such that inrc w (n) < εn
For each n ≥ N , there exist integers i n and j n satisfying 0 ≤ i n < j n ≤ εn
with a ϕ 2 -power. Moreover, since
ends with a ϕ 2 -power. Mignosi, Restivo, and Salemi [16, Theorem 2] showed that this implies that w is ultimately periodic, as required.
This result gives an interesting new characterization of ultimate periodicity.
Later (Theorems 6 and 10) we shall compute the initial non-repetitive complexity function for the Thue-Morse word m and the Fibonacci word f . These results imply lim sup
One may therefore reasonably wonder if the constant 1/(1 + ϕ 2 ) is optimal in Theorem 1, or if it could perhaps be replaced by 1.
Next we show that there are infinite words whose initial non-repetitive complexity is maximal. First, recall that for any alphabet of size q and any n there exists a (non-cyclic) q-ary de Bruijn sequence of order n, that is, a word of length q n + n − 1 that contains every q-ary word of length n as a factor (see [15] ). A cyclic q-ary de Bruijn sequence of order n is a word B n of length q n that contains every q-ary word of length n as a circular factor. Here by circular factor we mean a factor of some cyclic shift of B n .
Proposition 2.
(a) Over any alphabet of size q ≥ 3 there exists an infinite word w satisfying
(b) Over a binary alphabet there exists an infinite word w satisfying
for all n ≥ 1.
Proposition 3. Let q > 1 and let B n denote a cyclic q-ary de Bruijn sequence of order n starting with n 0's. Then
is an infinite word with complexity q n and initial non-repetitive complexity ≤ 4n
for n ≥ 1.
Proof. Since B n contains every q-ary word of length n as a circular factor, having at least n − 1 0's follow each B n ensures that every q-ary word of length n shows up in x. Thus x has complexity q n for all positive n. The factor of length n < q 
It is clear that if n <then inrc x (n) = 1, which completes the proof.
The previous result showed that there can be a dramatic difference between the behaviours of the factor complexity function and the initial non-repetitive complexity function. Next we show what kind of separation is possible for these two functions when we restrict our attention to pure morphic words. It is wellknown that pure morphic words have O(n 2 ) factor complexity [3] .
Define the morphism φ by φ(0) = 001, φ(1) = 1 and let x = φ ω (0). It is known that x has Θ(n 2 ) factor complexity (see, for instance, [6, Example 4.7.67]).
Lemma 4. For all k ≥ 0, the word x has the prefix zz, where |z| = 2 k+1 − 1.
Proof. Since x begins with 00, it begins with φ k (0)φ k (0) for all k ≥ 0. Thus we may take z = φ k (0). It remains to show that |z| = 2 k+1 − 1.
 be the adjacency matrix associated with φ. Then an easy
as required.
Proof. From Lemma 4, we have that if n ≤ 2 k+1 − 1, then inrc x (n) ≤ 2 k+1 − 1.
It follows that if 2
k − 1 < n ≤ 2 k+1 − 1, then inrc x (n) ≤ 2 k+1 − 1 ≤ 2(2 k ) − 1 ≤ 2n − 1 < 2n.
Initial non-repetitive complexity of the Thue-Morse word
We now begin to compute explicity the initial non-repetitive complexity functions for some of the classical infinite words, beginning with the ThueMorse word. Recall that the Thue-Morse word is the word m = µ ω (0), where µ(0) = 01 and µ(1) = 10.
The proof of the theorem will follow from the following lemmas. First note that it follows easily from the definition of µ that if A is a prefix of m of length
The upper bound for inrc m (n) follows immediately.
We make use of the next result to obtain a matching lower bound. of these factors occurs exactly once in this prefix.
Proof. By Lemma 8, the first 2 k+1 − (2 k−1 + 1) + 1 = 3(2 k−1 ) factors of length 2 k−1 +1 appearing in m are all distinct. Consequently the first 3(2 k−1 ) length-n factors appearing in m must also be distinct.
Using Propositions 7 and 9 and that inrc m (2) = 3 (obtained through observation), we get Theorem 6 and thus the proof is complete. Though the theorem is not defined for n = 1, please note that inrc m (1) = 2.
Initial non-repetitive complexity of the Fibonacci word
Recall that the Fibonacci word is the word f = φ ω (0), where φ(0) = 01 and
We first need some preliminary results. Recall that f k = φ k (0).
differ only by their last two letters.
Proof. We show that for any positive integer k ≥ 2,
We know A semicentral word [8] is a word in which the longest repeated prefix, longest repeated suffix, longest left special factor and longest right special factor are all the same word. Furthermore, this prefix/suffix/bispecial factor is a central word.
Lemma 13. [10, Proposition 16]
The semicentral prefixes of a standard Sturmian word are precisely the words of the form u k rsu k for k ≥ 1.
The property described in the next lemma is the property of having grouped factors, which was mentioned in the introduction.
Lemma 14. [9, Corollary 1] A sequence is Sturmian if and only if, for n ≥ 0,
it has a factor of length 2n containing all factors of length n exactly once.
Furthermore, if n ≥ 1, then there are exactly two such factors of length 2n, namely w01v and w10v, where w is the unique right special factor of length n − 1 and v is the unique left special factor of length n − 1.
Proof. It suffices to show that for n = F k−1 − 1, the first F k−1 factors of f of length n are all distinct. We know from Lemma 13 that the Fibonacci word has the prefix u k−1 rsu k−1 where rs = 01 or rs = 10. Since these prefixes are of the same construction as the factors detailed in Lemma 14 (u k−1 is the left and right special factor of length n − 1), and since
it follows that this semicentral prefix contains all factors of length n exactly once. Thus for all n ≥ F k−1 − 1, all factors of length n are distinct over the first 2(F k−1 − 1) positions and so the result follows.
Using Propositions 12 and 15, we get Theorem 10 and thus the proof is complete.
Initial non-repetitive complexity of the Tribonacci word
Recall that the Tribonacci word is the word t = σ ω (0), where σ(0) = 01, σ(1) = 02, and σ(2) = 0.
Theorem 16. If
We first need to recall some known properties of the Tribonacci word. Recall
Lemma 17. [20, Theorem 2.5] For k ≥ 2, the longest common prefix of
Lemma 19. For any positive integer k ≥ 2,
is a prefix of t for k ≥ 2. By Lemma 17, we know that t k−3 t k−1 t k−2 agrees with t k up to the first |D k−2 | symbols. It follows that t k−1 t k−2 t k−3 t k−1 t k−2 agrees
, the result follows from Lemma 18.
We therefore have the following.
Before proving the lower bound for inrc t (n), we need some additional properties of the Tribonacci word. Lemma 23. If w is a palindromic prefix of t of length |D k | for k ≥ 1, then σ(w)0 is a palindromic prefix of t of length |D k+1 |.
Proof. We know from Lemma 21 that all palindromic prefixes of t are of length
If w is a palindromic prefix of t of length |D k |, then clearly σ(w) is a prefix of t. Furthermore, since w starts with a 0 and is a palindrome, it ends with a 0. So σ(w) ends with a 1. Since strings 11 and 12 are not in t, then σ(w) must be followed by a 0. Thus, σ(w)0 is a prefix of t and we know from Lemma 22 that it is a palindrome. Applying the morphism σ to w will at most double the length. Thus
So the only option for the length of σ(w)0 is |D k+1 |.
Lemma 24. If w is a (nonempty) palindromic prefix of t, then the first symbols that follow each of the first two occurrences of w in t are different.
Proof. By induction on k where |w| = |D k |. Since t = 0102 · · · , the result holds for k = 1. Assume that the first symbol that follows each of the first two occurences of w are different where |w| = |D k |. Since 21 and 22 are not factors of t, each of these occurrences of w are followed by different words among 0, 1, and 20. Now, since σ(w0) = σ(w)01, σ(w1) = σ(w)02, and σ(w20) = σ(w)001, we see that the first two occurences of σ(w)0 are followed by different symbols.
Since |σ(w)0| = |D k+1 | by Lemma 23, this implies that the statement holds for k + 1 and thus the statement holds for all k by induction.
The following is a well-known property of t.
Lemma 25. There is a unique left special factor and a unique right special factor of each length in t.
Lemma 26. Let v denote the prefix of length |D k−1 | of t for k ≥ 2. All the factors of length |D k−1 | that start between the beginning of the first occurrence of v and the beginning of the third occurrence of v are distinct (except for v).
Proof. Firstly, since t is recurrent, we know that there are three occurrences of v in t. For the sake of contradiction, assume the factor u( = v) of length |D k−1 | has two occurences in t before we reach the first symbol of the third occurrence of v. For simplicity, let v j denote the jth occurrence of v and u i the ith occurrence of u. If the starting symbol of u i is between the starting symbol of v j and v j+1 , then we will denote that by v j < u i < v j+1 .
Case 1:
If u 1 and u 2 are preceded by different symbols, then u is a left special factor. This is a contradiction since u = v and v is the unique left special factor of length |D k−1 | in t. Thus, assume they are preceded by the same symbol. Then we obtain another factor (formed by the first |D k−1 | − 1 symbols of u and the symbol preceding u 1 ), which we will call r, of length |D k−1 | such that
Once again, if r 1 and r 2 are preceded by different symbols then we obtain a contradiction. By repeating this argument we eventually find that v 1 < v j < u 2 for some j, which contradicts our original assumption.
Similar to Case 1.
Consider the infinite alphabet Σ = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. We define the sequence of Zimin words, Z 0 , Z 1 , Z 2 , . . ., as follows: Z 0 = ǫ and Z n+1 = Z n nZ n for n ≥ 0. Let x = 0102010301020104 · · · , also known as the ruler sequence, be the limit of the Z n .
Theorem 33. The infinite word x is squarefree and satisfies n < inrc x (n) ≤ 2n for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. For the squarefreeness of x see [12] . By the definition of
for all n.
So we can obtain an infinite squarefree word over an infinite alphabet that has inrc x (n) ≤ 2n for all n. Furthermore, for this word there are infinitely many values of n such that inrc x (n) = 2n.
Using an infinite alphabet may seem like "cheating", so next we examine what can be done over a finite alphabet. We will make use of a morphism is a square-free word with inrc y (n) < 3n for all n except n = 2.
Proof. It is relatively easy to see that the prefix A of x of length 2 k − 1 will have 2 k−1 0's, 2 k−2 1's, and so on, down to only one occurrence of k−1. Furthermore, as a result of how we defined the W i 's, we have |θ(i)| = 2(i + 1). Thus, we have
Furthermore, if B is the prefix of x of length 2 k , then
since |θ(k)| = 2(k + 1). As a result of the fact (see proof of Theorem 33) that
is a decreasing function of k and is less than 3 for k ≥ 4. Along with the fact that inrc y (n) < 3n for n ≤ 22 (other than n = 2), which can be obtained through computation, we have inrc y (n) < 3n for all n except n = 2.
It should be noted that lim k→∞ 2 k+2 − 2 2 k+2 − 2k − 4 = 1 and lim
To obtain a result over a 3-letter alphabet we will need a morphism σ (found Also note that since the Thue-Morse word is overlap-free, Theorem 6 shows that it is an example of an overlap-free word with inrc m (n) < 3n for all n ≥ 1. Question 4. Are the examples given in Section 7 optimal for squarefree words:
i.e., are there squarefree words whose initial non-repetitive complexity functions grow even slower than the examples given here?
Question 5. Can results similar to those proved here also be proved for the function nrc x (n) defined in the Introduction? A detailed study of this function would be quite interesting.
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